The Goods! Installation Instructions

Let them rest their weary feet!

Remember those days of riding on back of your friends bike, or straddling their seat as they stood up and pedal pumped you two to the local corner store? Remember the excruciating aches from keeping your feet off the ground and away from the chainline?

Well, Footsies keep your passengers from experiencing that pain by giving them a stable and secure platform for them to rest their feet on. They plug into your front horizontal tubes in a flash, and un-plug just as quick if you need to use your WideLoader.

Not compatible with KickBack or when WideLoaders are installed.

The Goods! Footsies™ Left and Right Platforms

Installation

Step 1
Clear front bridge holes of any plugs, mud or debris. Slide the long end of the aluminum tube completely into front bridge tube (A) so that the Footsie is resting on the short stay (B).

Step 2
With Footsies fully inserted into the front bridge, securely wrap the Velcro strap on the heels to the FreeRadical footsie stays.

Pump some air in those tires and take your first passenger for a spin!

WARNING

The user of this product acknowledges both an understanding and an assumption of the elevated risks involved in cycling with a passenger, including increased stopping distance and less predictable handling, among others. Children incapable of riding a bike on their own or under the age of 6 should not ride on the FreeRadical as passengers. Children should not ride as passengers without an adult operating the Xtracycle SUB. Passenger must sit forward of the rear axle to avoid damaging the FreeRadical and to minimize negative effects on the bike’s handling.

Failure to follow these instructions precisely may result in injury or death! Conversely, following these instructions precisely may result in healthy robustness and increased life expectancy!
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